COURSE FEEDBACK CABLE
SEE ABOVE
630B2133-1 REV. X
LABELS FOR C21331 CABLES:
(2) REQUIRED,
(1 AT EACH END)

CABLE WRAP LABEL: C21331
DESTINATION
C21331-XX
W.O. # / 1 through X
630B2133-1 REV. X
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RENSHAW RLU10 LASER ENCODER COURSE FEEDBACK CABLE
CABLE: LAS FS-25DU-15DU-RLU10-COURSE-MAX120DM

630B2133-1
SIZE
REV.
SEEN ABOVE
B

630B2133-10 TO 120
LENGTHS 1 TO 12 MTR

C21331-XX
C21331-10
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